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SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE
"OBYEDNANYE"

THE YOUTH TALKS

At the Sixth Congress of the
United Ukrainian Organizations
of
America,
("Obyednanye"),
which took place last Friday, in
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City, and which was attended by
close to one hundred delegates—
it was. brought out that during its
eleven years of existence it sent
out
$216,288.15
to
Ukraine
(Western and major) for the various Ukrainian causes. During the
past year only $11,580.10 was
sent; but this was due to the
depression, as well as to the fact
that the American-Ukrainians contributed during the past year many
thousands of dollars for the Ukrainian Pavilion.

The Sixth Congress of the United Ukrainian Organizations of
America (''Obyednanye"), which look place last Friday in the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, was of special significance to
our youth in that attending it as delegates were a number of young
American-Ukrainians; and of these there were three who were
among the principal speakers of the day.
The first of the younger speakers on the program w a s Anna
J. Balko. a high school teacher in Brooklyn. New York; who besides
being the- President of the Ukrainian Civic Center of New York is
also Secretary of the Ukrainian Youth's League.of North America.
Miss Balko addressed' the' Congress concerning the views of the
American-Ukrainian youth towards the Ukrainian school system
in America.
She stressed the various faults and evils of the
system which, in her opinion, are the direct causes of the fact that
most of the Ukrainian children here in America fail to gain the
necessary knowledge of the? Ukrainian tongue; and then proceeded
to outline the remedies to these shortcomings.
In her opinion the
solution to the problem of improving the Ukrainian schools lies in
the younger generation, producing from amongst itself teachers
who being conversant with the American methods of teaching and
trained to teach the Ukrainian language, literature, history, and
other subsidiary subjects—will be able to impart knowledge of
Ukraine and its affairs to the American-Ukrainian children in such
a manner as will endear to them the finest phases of Ukrainian
history and life throughout the centuvics.
S k
Another young speaker at the Congress w a s a law student, W o lodimir Bukata of Elizabeth, New Jersey, who declared that although
the older generation desires the best for the younger generation,
yet because of the different surroundings in which both were
raised, the older generation is unable to well understand the
younger and vice-versa, with the result that there is that lack of
cooperation between the two which is so necessary for the Ukrainian life in America.
And finally, our well known attorney from New York City,
Michael Piznak, touched upon a very vital matter when he raised
the necessity of the American-Ukrainians taking a more active part
in the American political life.
All of these pertinent speeohes will be printed in the forthcoming issue of the "Svoboda": Miss Balko's and Mr. Piznak's in .
the English language, and that of Mr. Bukata i n - t h e Ukrainian
language.
W e urge our readers to read these speeches, because
they represent the views and recommendations of those of their own
kind—young American-Ukrainians.
These addresses" are also valuable in that they are proof of the
fact that the older generation in its endeavor to improve the Ukrainian life in America gladly listens to the opinions of the younger
generation, and is willing to cooperate with-the youth in o r d e r to
achieve the much desired ends.
We believe that this cooperation
between the old and the young is bound to react most favorably
for the Ukrainian affairs in America.

Many vital contemporary Ukrainian problems were taken under
consideration by the Congress.
Among the leading speakers were
W. Kedrowsky, who spoke concerning Moscow's centuries-old denationalizing policy towards Ukraine; M. Danylchenko—Ukrainian
colonization in America; O. Revyuk—labor unions and the Ukrainian workingman; Dr. L. Myshuha—the co-operation between
"Obyednanye" and other organizations, and the All-Ukrainian
World Congress; Dr. W. Galan—
need of military training for our
youth; Miss S. Chyzowych—report
on- the Ukrainian Pavilion; and M.
Piznak—the need of Ukrainians
taking part in the American political life.
A very lively discussion followed tlje address of Miss Anna
Balko, a high school teacher, who
spoke concerning the Ukrainian
school in America. Taking part in
it were W. Bukata, a law student;
J. Stetkewicz, a Ukrainian teacher;
Rev. W. Klodnytzky; and M. Fatiuk of Yonkers, N. Y.
At the conclusion of the Congress new officers and board of
directors were elected. Mr. Revyuk was elected President; Dr. W.
Galan and Mr. Nicholas Muraszko
—Vice-President; Dr. Luka Myshuha—Recording Secretary; Mr.
Dmytro Halychyn—Financial Secretary; and Mikola Danylchenko—
Treasurer.
The gradual entrance of our
youth into Ukrainian life in America is evidenced by the fact
that four of the directors elected
at the Congress.are young American-Ukrainians, namely: Anna J.
Balko, Stephen Shumeyko, Waldimir Semenyna, and Pelagia
Choma.
TRIUMPH OF A UKRAINIAN
PIANIST.
Lubka Kolessa, a Ukrainian
pianist of international renown,
has lately earned further laurels
for herself when she appeared in
a symphony orchestra concert in
Berlin, Germany.
Her appearance was met with
high praise from leading music
critics of that city, who were impressed by her "artistic rendition
of Mozart's compositions," as well
as for her "unusually clear technique."

SAVE YOUR COPIES OF P " U . W."
0

—

We recommend to our readers to save their.copies of;the "Ukrainian Weekly," and also to pass them on to those who do not
receive the "Svoboda."
Our recommendation to save is prompted by* the fact that those
who save the issues will have on hand a vast mine of information
concerning Ukraine and its people which with the passage of time
will continually"increase.
The "U. W . " Will contain a great deal
of data and information concerning Ukrainian history, language,
literature, the arts, geography, as well as information dealing with
the lives of leading Ukrainian figures, both historical and contemporary, in short—about everything which pertains to'Ukraine and
its people,.both in America and in the old country.
And furthermore„.as the ."weekly" will reflect'on its pages the present American-Ukrainian life, it will be a source of pleasurable reminiscences for us when in our old age we go through the back files of
it a n d r e c a l l the doings and happenings of the p r e s e n t d a y .
The "Ukrainian Weekly" can also serve as a source of reference to those who have occasion to address American audiences
concerning the Ukrainian cay.se.

NOVEMBER 1 9 T H - DAY OF MOURNING
In order to call the civilized world's attention to the. unpre-'
cedentcd reign of terror in Ukraine instituted by the Soviet
dictatorship, and furthermore, to the barbaric and unheard of mass
destruction of the Ukrainian population by means of Moscow's
deliberately planned and fostered famine, which has resulted in
millions of Ukrainians having died a terrible death from starvation during the past year—the "Obyednanye" at its Congress last
week, proclaimed the whole month of November as a..Month of
Protest, and Sunday. November 19th. 1933, as a National Day of
Mourning For the Millions of Ukrainian Victims of Bolshevik
Ferocity.
"

VoL I.
RECENT D E A T H S N O F NOTABLE
UKRAINIANS
The past week has been particularly unfortunate for the Ukrainian people in that they lost
some of their lea'ding figures.
According to the reports from
Prague, Czechoslovakia, news has
been received from Ukraine, under
the Soviets, that Sergius Yefremov, the well. known Ukrainian
literary historian and critic, also
author of the "History of Ukrainian Literature"—has died in
exile somewhere in the depths of
Russia or Siberia'. Back in 1930
he, as a member of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, together with
three other members, was sentenced to ten years imprisonment
for being a member of the secret
society known as O. U. N. (Or-'
ganization of Ukrainian Nationalists) whose aim is the freeing of
the Ukrainian nation. This imprisonment was effected by the
. Soviets in order to destroy the
Ukrainian intelligentsia by. getting
rid of. its chief representatives.
' Another recent death was that
of a leading Ukrainian publicist
and journalist—Victor Pisnachevsky, who died in Czechoslovakia.
The deceased had led a secluded
life during the past ten years
practicing medicine in a small
town; but prior to that, beginning
with 1906, had played an important part in the Ukrainian publicity field. During the postrwar
period he edited the "Vpla" in*
Vienna.
In Myrhorod, Ukraine, a Ukrainian painter Yurovich Slastion,
whose paintings being Ukrainian
in character, have received the
acclaim of even foreign oritics,
died last month at the age. of*78.
D. A. R.. OFFICIALS WILL ADDRESS UKRAINIAN YOUTH
A number of distinguished men
and women of the state will,participate in the.program arranged
for the Second Ukrainian Youth's
Rally next Sunday, November 12,
4 P. M., at the Ukrainian Hall,
23rd and Brown Streets, in Philadelphia, Pa. Among the speakers
who will address the meeting are
Mrs. Joseph -M. Caley, Vice-President General of the Pennsylvania State organization of the
Daughters of the Americah : Revolution; Mrs. Howard KlaiBB,
President of the County Council,
American Legion Auxiliary; Mr.
M. Gladfelter, of Temple University, and Mrs. -Horace -M. Jones,
State Chairman of Patriotic Education, D. A. R.
Prominent D. A. R. membeifs
and clubwomen have- formed an
advisory board to. cooperate with
the work of the Ukrainian >Ih- stitute with Mrs. Percy Y. Schelly,
national president of the Dames^f
the Loyal Legion, as chairman.
LE8YA UKRAINKA CULT
- A movement has been started in
Western Ukraine, particularly in
Lviw, directed towards the popularizing among the Ukrainian
people the poems and thoughts of
the famed Ukrainian poetess,
Lesya Ukrainka, in the same manner as are those of Taras Shevchenko and Ivan Franko.
*
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THE GREAT MASTER'S WORTHY PUPIL
Dmytro Levytsky left behind
him a whole school of painters, of
whom none was equal to another
.Ukrainian, Volodymyr Borovykovsky, who shares with his master
the honor of starting modern
painting among the Eastern Slavs.
Volodymyr Borovykovsky was
born in the town of Myrhorod, in
the province of Poltava, in 1758.
He was thus 23 years younger
than Levytsky. In his artistic
education he was entirely of another generation, as he took to
painting in his later years. His
youth he spent in military seryice,
which he left with the rank of
a lieutenant ,to settle in his native
town and to devote himself exclusively to painting. His first
teacher we do not know. We hear
of Borovykovsky for the first
time in connection with the pe^ culiar circumstances of the visit
~ of the 6mpress Catherine H, to
Ukraine, in 1787. The local nobility, anxious to decorate the
rooms of the empress during her
.sojourn in Myrhorod, ordered several pictures from Borovykovsky.
Of these, two pictures, done in
the typical allegorical style of the
age,
attracted Catherine's attention. One of the pictures represented the empress as explaining
her orders to Greek Savants; another pictured tsar Peter I, as a
plower, and the empress Catherine
II, as a sower.
'The empress admired the pictures and, ordering the painter to
be brought before her, invited
him to come to St. Petersburg.
Borovykovsky followed the call,
and was soon entrenched in the
Russian capital. He entered the
Academy of Arts and became the
pupil of Lampi. It was not from
his official teacher, however, that
he learnt most, * but from his;
private adviser and native coun" tryman Levytsky. Under Levyt' sky's influence he becomes an ar» dent portrait painter, painting not
only by orders, but painting voluntarily any face that appealed
" to him. In 1795, he became the
member of the Academy, and in
1802, a councillor of the Academy.
He painted the members of the
court, the tsarina, the military,
religious, and political leaders,
leaving a complete gallery of the
most important personages of his
time.
Of these the best known are the
portraits of Catherine n , those of

the Russian poet Derzhavin, of
prince Kurakin, Metropolitan Michael, prince Lopukhin-Troschinsky and t h a t of Fet-Ali-Murza
Kuli-Khan, the brother of the
Shah of Persia.
The Russian a r t critic N. Tarassov says of him,
"In his portraits, the pensive
and deep talent of Borovykovsky
reveals, through the outward covering, finely painted, the nature
and character of the sitters, and
the more complex the inner world
t h e higher rises Borovykovsky's
inspiration."
"An outstanding talent raises
Borovykovsky* above the mass of
contemporary Russian
painters
and gives him one of the first
places among them. In the epoch
of inchoate Russian art, he ap-

F. BOROVSKV
(A portrait by Volodymyr Borovykovsky)

Stephen Shumeyko.

UKRAINE IN THE AMERICAN PRESS.
(Continued)
A most interesting and enlightening article appeared in the I February, 23, 1918 issue of the "Scientific American Supplement", under
the heading "THE RELIGION
OF ANCIENT UKRAINE" — IN
THE LIGHT OF ARCHEOLOGY
AND FOLKLORE", taken from
the "Queens Quarterly", and being
ah English revision by Florence
Randall Livesay of notes by her
fellow-countrym^n'Mr. Paul Crath.
Mrs.
Livesay is the author of
"Songs of Ukraine" for which
Mr. Crath wrote the preface.
It starts' asr follows: "Where an
jmtiquity, an ancient human existence, has left documents and some
clue, however faint, to its old form
of life, one can re-create, as from
papyrus and the sarcophagi of
Egypt, a people, and in our imagination the dead past lives again".
"But when we leave Egypt with
her pyramids and think upon the
forgotten kingdom of Ukraine we
may dream about her wild steppes,
about the yellow waves of the
Dnjgper and ask ourselves — in
v a i n . — what was happening in

pears a fine and mature master.
In the epoch of imitation, of
pseudo-classicism and of. tendencies to beautify nature, Borovykovsky
imitates nobody,
but
treads his own way, preserves
his own individuality and gives in
a series of his portraits models of
genuine realism and works-of profound truth and accomplished
perfection."
Another critic of Russian arts,
Alexandre Benois, in his "Russian
School of Painting," elucidates
the difference between Levytsky
and Borovykovsky,
"In St. Petersburg he found
entirely different
tastes
from
those which reigned when Levytsky had moved to the capital.
The imitation of the warmth and
richness of the old Venetian

this land in the same period when
Egypt's culture reached its highest mark; The Ukraine is silent as
its own grave hills, with which
its expanse, is covered. The ancient
Ukrainians did not leave pyramids,
nor records on papyrus, nor granite sarcophagi. Yet if we would
know their past they too can be
made to speak with lips of dust."
The writer goes on- to describe
what the excavation of the ancient
grave hills have shown — as
to the ancient mode of living,
customs and religion. She states
that the art of writing was "introduced into the Ukraine by Greek
Missionaries in the 10th century."
The balance of the articles is
a detailed exposition of the ancient religion of the* Ukraine, and
of its folk legends, tales and songs.
She names and describes the leading pagan gods of the Ukrainians
and tells us how the pagan belief
was gradually supplemented by
the Christian faith. The article is
very interesting and well worth
reading. '*

"UKRAINE IN LITERATURE"
appeared in the "Literary Digest",
August 31, 1918 (Vol. 58, p. 29).
After showing that Nikolai Gogol, the famous novelist, was U-.
krainian and not Russian, the
article goes on to quote the "Atheneum" as to the beauty of the
Ukrainian language:
"An Englishman who wanted to give to his fellow coun- ,
trymen an idea of the beauties
of the Ukrainian tongue, once
advised his readers to combine
mentally classical Greek with
modern Italian".
The writer then continues:
"Probably neither Greek nor.
modern Italian, with their softer tones, possesses the force
of Ukrainian, a force derived...
from its strange consonantal
combinations and an abundance of the deep sounds of
(ui) and (u). It is this peculiarity which has m a d e a m s dern English authoress speak"
of its 'haunting musicality'.
One of its distinguishing fe.a-"
tures is its unparalled aptKL
tude for forming -diminutive*
They are made not only from
substantives, as in other languages, -but also from adjectives, adverbs; and even verbs.

masters, which lay back of all of
Levytsky's models, was now replaced by an infatuation
for
classical reserve and grandeur*.
Highly colored dresses, picturesque
hairdressing,
gorgeous
combinations of gauze, tinsel and
spangle, had gradually disappeared. Fortunately, Borovykovsky had the advantage of being
in his early youth a pupil of Levytsky, the guardian or the old
tradition. Owing to this circumstances, and also to the fact that
Borovykovsky did not get into the
Academy, he formed for himself,
and preserved that rich manner of
painting and that picturesque design that redeem in his pictures
the defects of his times: a certain
coldness and stiffness, and also
monotony.
"Sometimes, however, this stiffness disappeared completely, and
•then Borovykovsky showed all his
Southern
good-nature,
coupled
with such a delicate understanding of life and beauty that these,
unfortunately few examples of
his work, are on the same • level
with the portraits of Levytsky.
.Among these masterpieces the
first place is held by the poetical
portraits of the beautiful princes
Suvorov in the Tretyakov Gallery;
to those belong also the portraits
of Countess Bezborodko with her
daughters, that of the charming
Mme. Lopukhin, and others."
In contrast to Levytsky, who
was a portrait-painter exclusively,
Borovykovsky liked also to paint
religious and historical paintings.
Many churches in Ukraine and
Russia possessed examples of his
religious art. Some critics admire
these painting as much as they
do his portraits.
Others, like
Benois, in his work quoted above,
think that in his religious art,
which requires the most concentrated, feelings and the deepest
penetration, Borovykovsky produced nothing remarkable.
Borovykovsky died in 1826. His
pictures, though not always in
the perfect state of preservation,
betray a simply uncanny color
technique which makes the Russian critic A. Petrushevsky express sorrow that Borovykovsky
had not left the description of his
color technique, to which he attributes the unusual freshness of
his colors even in the pictures
ravaged by old age and ill treatment,
(er)
This gives that singular charm
referred to by P. Chevalier in
1871:
'The language of Ukraine is very beautiful, abundance of diminutives and pretty fashions of elegant speech
making it very delicate'".':; ~
"Among its other peculiarities,
the fleeting accent of its words,
as well as an aptitude for its deliberate extension or cutting :down
of the number of syllables in the
majority of its grammatical forms,
together with retention of some
very archaic features, as the dual
number, must be mentioned. These
qualities make the language wonderfully adapted to verse, and the
possibilities of its expressiveness
and harmony when handled by a
native are almost unbounded". -."Another very
important
feature of the Ukrainian tongue is its curious homogeneity.
Spoken by 40,000,000 soufe.'dt
exhibits no traces of dialect or
differences
in pronunciation
worth mentioning".
The writer then goes on to say
that the use of the spoken tongue
as the literary language of Ukraine is "gaining fresh ground every
day and triumphantly marching
toward complete victory".
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DO WE NEED MILITARY TRAINING?
In the second edition of the Ukrainian Weekly, the Editor summarized the contents of my article,
published under the above title
in "Svoboda," October 9, 1933.
Those who have not read the
article in the "Svoboda" will only
get a general idea of same. Since
I feel that the future of our nation here—as well as abroad—
depends on the right training of
our youth, I take the liberty to
supplement to the Editor's comment.
The mother of all the sciences—
HISTORY—teaches
that
only
those nations which had organized
strong military forces of their
own conquered, whereas others
perished or were compelled to surrender.
During the long period of peace
—which preceded the World War
—our Fathers had forgotten this
natural rule of government to
such an extent, that we were
"unprepared to meet successfully
t h e exigencies of the war.
Among five .-million Ukrainians
Tinder Austrian: rule, there was
but one officer of the General
Staff schooling (General Kurmanowych), one Division Commander
(General Lawriwskyj) one Judge
Advocate (General Pavluch), one
Physician (General Okunewskyj)
and a score of colonels and subaltern officers.
No wonder that when the time
was ripe to organize our army*
there was an unbelievable lack of
officers.
As for example the
Tenth Field Artillery, a crack regiment of the Ukrainian Army was
commanded by ten officers, instead
of thirty as prescribed by military
regulations. . Infantry companies,
were commanded by one or two
officers instead of five.
Such was'jthe result of our. national pacifism and our youth had
to pay for it with thousands of
their lives on the battlefields of
the Great War.
So deep rooted was the disease
of pacifism -in our nation, that it
spread even among our immigrants in United States and Canada.
In the event of war the
United States Army can be expanded to six field Armies with
aproximately 154 thousand officers and three million men. Assuming, that out of 125 millions
of population of the United
States there is only one million

citizens of Ukrainian descent (in
U. S. and Canada) our share in
the defence of the country should
amount to about 1,500 officers and
20,000 men, (Navy not included)
or two brigades of infantry, one
brigade of artillery, and a score
of additional, special troops of an
army division.
I am not in a position to give
any definite, figures about the
military preparedness of
our
youth, but from niy observations
of our communities hke New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Detroit and others I am rather
inclined to believe, that in the
next war that will ensue, our
American youth will pay as heavily as did the youth of the old
country during the World War
unless there is an immediate
change in our attitude towards
military training.
As'peace loving as we are, we
should not forget the grim reality
that France with a population of
47 millions has an Army of seven
million trained men; Italy with a
population of 45 millions an army
of five and half millions; Poland
with a population of 32 millions
has an army of three millions;
Czechoslovakia with 15 millions |
population has an army of two i
millions; Russia with 165 millions I
population; has an army of 19
million men. Ana so down the
line to the little Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania arid Finland.
What can we do about it?
It is our duty to prepare the
youth for the defence of the country in proportion to our total immigration in the United States as
indicated by the above figures.
Thus too our support for- Ukraine's independence will be most
effective. >We also must rememjber, t h a t ' by introducing military
training we will develop among
our youth strong leadership, discipline and understanding of team
work—those three indispensable
qualities of any sovereign nation.
How- can we do it?
Very easily:
1) Making our communities military minded through literature,
excursions to military establishments, meetings;
2) Enrolling our youth in military schools and colleges;
3) Forming local circles for study
of military science and Red Cross
vork;

STEPPING OUT
. ONE-AGT COMEDY.
By 5 .
Wasylchenko.
Translated by Waldimir
Semenyna.
;.
Savka.
Hide your tobacco, my young man;
'
because there will be nothing doing.
Tymish.
What do you mean?
Savka. Just what I said. I locked my daughter in -the storeroom and the wagon in
the shed...
"i
Tymish.
What w a g o n ? W h a t are you talk-.ing about?
" . . .
Savka.
And when I lie down to sleep, I k e e p
a goodfe'udgel beside me for company.
Tymish.
I can't understand what you are
saying. Some kind of eudgel-r.. well, ;1
might as well be going.
Good-nighf!
(moves away a few pares. To
himself).
Thai's a new order of thing! Whoever
thought of such a Ihinsr? Work all week
like-an ox and when the holiday comes,
why. you are forbidden even to dance!
Well."well! No. it will never do. (<?oesout).
.. , :
(Savka, smiling, noes inside).
' . =„
(Sound of singing comes from
different,
parts of the village; some are sad songs,"
' others are gay. The hum of young rapes',
rolls rome from lime to time.
Thrsugh
the scene passes an old man, the fttyjbfwatchman.
The window.opens and Olern^
''. apjwars, resting her head on her hands)''/

4) Making a survey in our
localities of all persons with military knowledge or experience
and sending their names and addresses to the Ukrainian Legion
in Philadelphia, where you will
get all the help-you nfied in your
local work.
,
The

old

Romans

said

t r u l y : ' Si vis Pacem, para bellum.
Let us also prepare for peace in
such a way and let our youth
assume the leadership in this preparedness.
WALTER GALAN,
1134 Atwood Rd.

very

m

HERE AND
Now is the best time of the
year to visit the zoo. The cold
air not only serves as a personal
stimulant, but also helps combat
the odorousness of the Zoo inhabitants. There are two definite
/alues—so we think-—in visiting,
that cosmopolitan • center of animal life. One value is the highly
instructive nature of the Zoo exhibits; the knowledge which on*
out of ten visitors get. The second value is the excellence of the
oeanuts, which the other nine eat.
Speaking of peanuts we are
reminded of the primates—monkeys to you and you. We hardly
ever leave the Zoo without paying a visit to our alleged brethren,
and admiring their frisky antics. , They scamper about on the
grailing as nimbly as you please
and are only too delighted when
some peanuts are offered them.
During a recent visit we discovered several youngsters who
were on their knees poking under
the monkey stalls with long sticks.
Curious' as to the possible motive,
we bent down to see what the
search would produce. Then * *
found out that the lads were' collecting the peanuts that had
missed the monkey's stalls! Some
racket!
.
,:
We believe that we are educated,refined and civilized. But are we.?
Surely the subway rush-hour does
not collaborate this fact. There
we have a perspiring mass of humanity whose one law is "the survival of the fittest". There the
law of courtesy does not exist.
If one is fortunate enough da
re* a seat during the rush 'nolirT
nothing short of an earthquake
can shake one from it.
Veijy
rarely will a gentleman rise to
offer a lady his seat unless the
lady be decrepit with age. Even
though this era is one of extreme
democracy we believe " t h a t such
small courtesies should not be
overlooked. To the casual ob-

Olena (talking
to mother who is
inside).
What do vou want mother?
(Through
tears).
Well, what if I cannot sleep.
. Oh. mother, mother, if only you knew
lfow hard it is to live even through a
single night... which will never return
again! And on a night like this, when
Alec from Brusowa promised to come
^vith his violin, and Polywiany's boy with
a drum. Barbara said the she would dress
up like a gypsy and will tell fortunes.
There will be singing and dancing, while
I have to stay here and wipe tears. Only
a handful of girlhood days and even those
they will not let me enjoy. Am destined
for a monastery? Am disobedient, lazy or
some kind of servant? (Singing
becomes
louder).
Mother, darling, please l e t j n e
go only for a minute! Father will not
know! If you don't, my heart well break
in two, (Pause).
Foolish!... You don't
care for m e ; alright, someday there will
be nothing worth while to remember my
parents by. W o r k ! plenty: but dress and
. play; never.
(Bitterly).
Too young
they say! Yes. to walk behind the plow
old enough, but, to dance a bit I'm too
youns. See. What justice in this world!
(Sighs).
Well, let it be your way. Perhaps it is my fate to become an old maid.
Might as well dress in black; put on a
black shawl and enter the monastery, or
Better still, catch a cold and cough;
cough and, wane, cough and wane till I
die (iveeps) then Aunt Mary will come

Philadelphia, Pa.

THERE

server it would seem tnat the mob
as a whole acts quite as our barbaric ancestors did -years and
years ago.
We also cannot hold back our
rage at the individual who insists
on sneezing and coughing without
his handkerchief.
Were we the
powers that be, such acts would
be declared criminal, and punishable as such. No penalty is t o o
great.
Since the depression we bookcollectors have become worried.
With our meager earnings or allowances we cannot comfortably
buy th"ose books we most desire.
Dur Burns, Carlyle and Emerson
stand forlornly on the shelf. Our
bookcase has not seen a new visitor in many weeks.
Yet all along we have been
stupid, uriexcusable stupid. A few
days ago we were visiting a Ukrainian friend. For lack of aught
else to do we rumaged in the
closet. Besides those old fashioned pictures—you know— we un;
earthed numerous copies of Ukrajinian books of Shevchenko, Franko,
and others. Pooling our knowledge
of Ukrainian, we began reading a
few of these books. So absorbed
were-we that not even the odor of
refreshments could lure us away.
We asked, .the parents why such
books were moulding away in the
dark closet. "Well, you see", was
the answer, "we read them all.
Now we have no time to. read
.hem, so they stay in the closet."
Now we- can' once more collect
books—Ukrainian books. We have
done so and'find that they look
•exceedingly well with Dickens and
Carlyle. Does your closet harbor
Ukrainian books? ' If our parents
are too busy to read them, w e .
can. After all, they are ours by
inheritance, with no expenses attached.
MARY MURASZKO,
Bronx, N. Y. C.

and will mourn over me. (To
mother).
What d-d you say? Keep still! W h a t
else am I goins to do do now?
(Pause).
Oh. how beautiful it is outside, how quiet
and bright! And the stars, the s t a r s Mother, mother there is a star that j u s t
.shot by and left a trail behind. It seemed
so near, mother,—riiothcr.
{Pause).
Asleep already. (Leans on her etyows as
before. Singing in the distance.
Tymish
approaches the window.
Noticing
him,
Olena warns
him).
Olena. Oh, go away, hurry...
Tymish.
Be quiet, I have something interesting to tell you. .(Wants to embrace
her).
Olena.
W h a t ' s this?
(Wants to get free.
Tymish embraces her).
Oh. h o r r o r s !
Tymish!
Tymish.
What?
Olena nuietly).
Now you have kissed m e .
(Threatening).
See whaj you have done.
Tymish. What have I done?
J
x
lev
' ''•->
Yo" know...
(Suddenly
breaks a>»ay)
Oh. horrors, mother...
(Pushes Tymish away.
He moves away
reluctantly, Olena talks to mother).
Who
is there?" No one! - (Pause).
What else
will you make u p ? With whom coujd
i ' b e l kissing here? It's..only the wind
and the rustling of the leaves. (In p'are
of Olena appears Wasylyna.
Tymish
motionless)..
--*
"^(To be

continued).
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L E T T E R S TO THE EDITOR
(Excerpts)
(Owing to the large number of
letters received, we are forced to
print excerpts in this issue.—
Editor).
WANTS WHO'S WHO
Permit a young girl to express
heartfelt appreciation for the good
work your paper the "Ukrainian
Weekly" is doing' in lifting people
out of their immediate surroundings to consider the where's and
what's abouts in Ukraine. I hope
t h a t some day this paper will give
us some information on the subject, "Who's Who in Ukraine at
the Present." Long live the "Ukrainian Weekly" and may its
ideals stay high.

month it would help pay the
expense of this paper and then
we could have it every day or
twice a week.
I also think that this paper
should have a correspondent's column where the Readers can meet
and become acquainted.
Very sincerely yours,
VERA KOSTIUK,
Minersville, Pa.

Respectfully yours,
OLGA LIPKA.
U. W. AS A WETNESS
I am so proud of our Weekly
paper that I show it to every
body I have a chance too. Before, if I told any body about
our great men they laughed. If
I told them how the Ukrainians
were treated in Ukraine they
never believed me. Said itycouldn't
be true. Because they have it
so good in America they thought
every one had it as good as they
did.
But now the Ukrainian
Weekly is like a little witness to
me.
I can bring it out and prove
t h a t what I said was right.
Yours truly,
HELEN LAWROSKY.
REALIZED HOPES
We recall, Ukrainian brothers
and sisters, when we voiced oitr
ideas in the "Svoboda" and asked
if we might have a page of our
own. We hoped to achieve this
page some day. And here we
have not only a page, but a newspaper, a weekly of our own.
Having reached our goal, we
aren't going to stop aiming further. We have this hoped for
thing and we're going to push it
into a still larger and stronger
weekly and then into a daily.
Loads of success and barrels of
growth into a great Ukrainian
Daily.
J E N N I E L. HIRNIAK, Chicago, HI.
o

LET'S BURY THE HATCHET
So many clubs are organized,
full of ideals, spirit, plans—and
then nothing but ashes. That's
where the old saying comes in
handy, "Just like the old folks,
1
always quarreling, never getting
anywheres."
It isn't that the old folks don't
know any better, but they can't
find a remedy. So why don't we,
the younger and more broadminded (as we pride ourselves)
generation show them how to do
it—by burying hatchets and keeping them burried. Why don't we,
each and every one make an
oath t h a t once "a hatchet is buried, we'll never, never again dig
it up again to polish it and then
wield it." And once the oath is
made, t r y your hardest to keep
it.
. _ The only way to end a quarrel
is by letting by-gones be by-gones.
So why not eliminate hatred and
jealousy, by just doing that, and
• give your organization a chance
to live a stronger and longer
life?
M. W. SMOOK,
Newark, N. J.
SUGGESTIONS
I am writing to express my
sincere gratitude for giving us the
"Ukrainian Weekly," and also to
send suggestions.
I agree with Miss Sophie Fello
of Kearny, N. J. to have* this
paper everyday instead of once
a week.
I think that if all the Ukrainian Clubs in the United States
Would sent $.50 to $1.00 every

U. W. SUPPLIES N E E D
This paper is what we young
Ukrainians have needed. We all
know quite a bit about the history,
art, literature, and music of
America and other countries, but
can we say we know all these
things about Ukraine? It will be
through this "Ukrainian Weekly"
that we Ukrainian boys and girls
will learn much about our native
country, her patriots, artists and
^culptors, composers, poets, and
writers. I am sure this paper will
awaken the interest of every Ukrainian boy and girl not only by
its jokes h u t also by its interesting as well as useful articles.
Sincerely yours,
OLGA JEZUSKO,
1950 Sidney St.
St. Louis, Mo.
"WANTS DAILY".
I take this opportunity to congratulate you on the splendid
work and interest that your paper
has incited in the hearts of the
Ukrainian people. This is the first
Ukrainian American newspaper
edition in the history, of the Ukrainian people. I sincerely believe
that our young Ukrainian people
will cooperate hand in hand,
through the medium of this publication, for the common cause of
our native land. I sincerely hope
and believe that the Ukrainian
Weekly will be the choice of the
Ukrainians, and I hope we may
have the pleasure of reading it
daily.
Sincerely yours,
CONSTANTIN ARNOLD.
AN APPEAL TO YOUTH.
Come on fellows and you too
fair maidens!
Let's have some Sports "dope"
in our Ukrainian Weekly. •
Let? us read your interesting
articles about our Ukrainian athletes and their activities in the
Sporting World. Let's hear from
everybody.
Yours for Sports,
MICHAEL ZELISKO,'
Chicago, m .

NEW YORK AND VICINITY!

UKRAINIAN ACTIVITIES
IN AMERICA

NEED OF LOCAL UKRAINIAN
PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

LORAIN, OHIO
The Ukrainian section consisting
of boys and girls from the choir
of St. Valdimier's Church, in Lorain, Ohio, organized a club known
a Ukrainian Young People's Ass'n.
The first meeting was held Oct.
30, Monday night at the church
hall. Twenty five members were
present.
The following officers
were elected. Pres.—Steve Frolick, Vice Pres.—Nick Sykuta, Sec.
—Rose Semyczyk, and Treas.—
Julia Bernosky. The Club intends
to give church plays and different
affairs.
We wish to send our congratulation to the Ukrainian Nat. Ass'n
and to the Editor of the "Ukrainian Weekly", for this very interesting paper.
The Club meetings will be held
every Wednesday night
after
choir practice 'at 7:00 o'clook.
ROSE SEMYCZYK, Sec.

The Ukrainian professional people's convention recently held in
Chicago revealed very clearly to
observant people that, at present,
Ukrainians possessing a higher
degree of education have little
opportunity or means whereby
they may become acquainted with
others of similar tastes or training.
This convention laid down a skeleton framework for thejorganization of a national society but
failed to point out the need for
the organization of local groups.
It has been the experience of
many other organizations that a
purely national society cannot
function; and that all have had
to build up local groups which
form the real backbone of the
national organizations.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
A Halloween and Third Anniversary Party was held Tuesday October 31, by the Boy Scout Troop
No. 18 of the Ukrainian Church
at the Church Hall. The party
was opened by the scouts reciting
the scout oath and laws. John De
Mensio followed singing and playing his guitar.
Ukrainian Folk Dances were
then presented by Elsie Hlesiack
and Helen Sawczyszyn to the playing of Miss Josephine Kerelejza
at the piano. Joseph Octarovich
with Nick Sencio appeared in a
comic sketch.
A Halloween Play written by
one of the scouts, John Seleman,
was presented. The
following
boys took part: George Carbonic,
Paul Mazur, John Kolyk, Paul
Hlesiack, and Mike Helechn. Refreshments
were then
served
which were under the supervision
of Miss Bernice Ivanyshyn and
Sylvia Pisco.
Troop No. 18 oi New Britain,
Conn, consists of only Ukrainians
and now has a membership of 24
scouts. The Officers of the Troop
are, S. M —Walter Bardeck, A. S.
M.—Tony Paluch, Jr. A. S. M.—
Joseph Pich and Nick Sencio, S.
P. L.—John Seleman. The Troop
wishes to open correspondence
with other Ukrainian Troops in
the United States.
Any Troop wishing to correspond please forward your letter
to either John Seleman, 49 Hurlburt St., or Joseph Pich, 51 Spring
St., New Britain, Conn.
TROOP No. 18.
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S E C 0 ND_A N N U AL JD A N C E
UKRAINIAN CIVJC CENTER O F NEW YORK

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

11, 1933

(ARMISTICE NIGHT)

A T G E O R G E WASHINGTON HOTEL,
LEXINGTON AVENUE, Between 23rd & 24th St., NEW YORK CITY
Commencement at 8:00 P. M.
_
262
" Subscription 75 ct«.

—
I EA R N

U K R A I N I A N FOLK

DANCES

(& DANCES O F OTHER NATIONS)
IN A SPECIAL COURSE
under the auspices of the Ukrainian Dancers Club.
The$e Dances and Dances of other nations will be taught by
Mr. M. HERMAN.
: Classes will be held :
A T T H E UKRAINIAN NATIONAL HOME, 2 1 7 E. 6th STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Registration until November 2 5 , 1933, Daily at the Surma
Book & Music Co., 1 0 3 Ave. A.
Tel. Drydock 4 - 3 7 5 2 .
Price
reasonable.
COURSE WILL BEGIN O N NOV. 2 9 T H .

The advantage of such local
groups may be summarized briefly
as:
1—Serve as a medium thru
which people may become
acquainted with each other;
2—Serve as a means of expressing and influencing opinions;
3—Can co-operate in or arrange for occasional outstanding lectures, social or
cultural events;
\
4—In the future, may serve as
a local clearing bureau of
information and help to professional people and to students.
The increasing numbers of educated Ukrainians raises the hope
that such local groups may be
formed and k e p t , going. These
local groups should include as
members professional people and
artists; and students in both the
universities and colleges, and also
in the high grade fine arts
schools.
In this connection, I would like
to point out that such a restriction as the Ukrainian Professional
Association intends to impose
upon membership will harm t h a t
organization. It will exclude people who have received their training in the fine arts such as music,
painting and sculpture in institutions which cannot grant degrees;
but who, nevertheless, are the
intellectual and cultural equals of
most university graduates.
The writer is especially interested in the metropolitan New York
area and knows how difficult it is
for educated Ukrainians to become acquainted with each other.
The tendency here has been to
separate into narrow, circumscribed cliques. Because of this,
many who come to Ukrainian affairs fail to meet others with
whom they could have interesting
conversations and form acquaintances and friendships. The resultant isolation becomes boring
and probably is a reason why
many educated Ukrainians seem
to be uninterested in such affairs.
The need for some amalgamating group is obvious and yet no
one seems willing to take the first
step. Some hold back because of
skepticism and pessimism induced
by previous failures; others because they doubt their ability to
organize.
The writer will welcome any
suggestions, whether -they spear
in the form of helpful ideas or
critical attacks. He is especially
interested in obtaining the suggestions of residents of other
cities who have aided, in the organization of similar groups.
EMIL HLADkY,
Jersey City, N. J.

